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ABSTRACT

Matrix pseudo-valuations on rings are investigated. It is proved that on a field K, each
matrix pseudo-valuation is uniquely determined by its restriction to K. It is also shown how matrix
valuations may be obtained from matrix pseudo-valuations by a method reminiscent of the Hahn-
Banach theorem. For a skew field extension FCD with {D : F)i < oo, if v is a valuation on F,

it is then proved that for each fixed left basis, there exists a unique matrix pseudo-valuation p on
D inducing v o o F . A suitable bound for p is then calculated in terms of the matrix valuation on
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1 Introduction
Valuation theory plays an essential role in commutative field theory, in
studying divisibility relations in subrings. For non-commutative cases,
the role of valuations is less clear; beyond some results and examples in
113]. However, there have been some developments in the subject recently
(cf.[6,7,8,9,ll,12]). The main problem in constructing valuations is to find
functions which are multiplicative. It is generally easier to look for sub-
multiplicative functions ; these are called pseudo-valuations and they can
be used to form valuations by a method reminiscent of the Hahn- Banach
theorem. This method is dealt with in section 3 for matrix pseudo- valua-
tions on a general ring; and we show how matrix valuations may be obtained
from matrix pseudo-valuations. More precisely, we show that given a real
valued matrix pseudo-valuation p on a ring R, there exists a matrix semi-
valuation v >p which also satisfies certain upper bounds. In particular, if
p( X © Y) = p[X) + p(Y) for all X, Y € E, where E is a multiplicative set
of square matrices over R, then v may be chosen so that v(X) = p{X) for
all X € E.

In section 2 we provide some recent developments on matrix pseudo-
valuations which were first introduced in [ 10,11]. Here, it is shown that on
commutative fields K, each matrix pseudo-valuation p is uniquely deter-
mined by its restriction to K satisfying certain conditions. It is also proved
that if A is a semifir with a valuation v, then v extends to the universal field
of fractions of R if and only if v can be extended to a matrix valuation oil A.

The last section is devoted to pseudo-valuations on skew fields. It is
shown that if F C D is a skew field extension with [D : F\L < oo , and
v is a valuation on F, then for each fixed left basis 0 of D over F, there
exists a unique matrix pseudo-valuation pg on D inducing v on F. We find
a suitable bound for pg in terms of the matrix valuation on F (Th.4.8). We
then specialize these results to a finite dimensional division algebra over its
centre F to obtain appropriate bounds for the radical of pg (Coro.4.0). It is
then proved that v extends to a valuation to of D if pg has an enlargement
to a unique valuation of each field K with F C K C D.

1 Matrix Pseudo-Valuations On Rings
In the construction of skew, fields from rings in chapter 7 of |S] square matri-
ces ptay an essential role and in order to define valuations on skew fields of
fractions we shall need the idea of a matrix valuation. This was developed
in (6,10,11,12). Here, we shall try to develop further the idea of a matrix
pseudo-valuation on a ring R, and establish our bask terminology that will



be used frequently. All rings occurring are associative (but not necessar-
ily) commutative, with a unit element, denoted by 1, which ia preserved
by homomorphisms and inherited by subrings. In what follows, F will be
an ordered abelian group, written additively. Given a ring /I,the Bet of all
square matrices over R is denoted by M(R). In particular, the unique 0 x 0
matrix over R, which is denoted by lo is included in M(R). On M(R) we
have the following operations. Given A, B £ M(R), we write the diagonal
sum of A and B as

U A,B are both nxn and agree except possibly in the first column, say
A = (Al, At,..., An), B = (Bl, A j , . . . , An), then their dcterminantal sum
with respect to the first column is defined as

A\7B = {Al + BuA AH).

Determlnantal sums with respect to other columns, or rows, are defined
similarly.

A function p on M(R) with values in T U{oo} is ceiled a matrix patudo-
valuation if the following conditions hold:

MP.l. > p[A) , for any A,B e Af(fi),

MP.2. p(A V B) > mia{p(A),p{B)} for any AtB G M[R), whenever
the left hand side u defined,

MP.3. p(A) remains unchanged if a row or a column of A is multiplied
by-1,

MP.4. p ( l ) = 0 ,

MP.5. p(A®l) = p(A) for any matrix A 6 M{R),

MP.6. p(A) = oo for any non-full matrix A 6 M(R).

The axioms for a proper matrix ideal may be obtained by writing down
the conditions on the set p~'(oo). The above axioms are reminiscent of the
definition of a matrix ideal (cf. Ch.7 [5]), As is treated in [10], we empha-
size the essential role of the axiom MP.5 in deriving a proper matrix ideal
p"'(oo) as well as in the following consequences of MP.1-6 in Propositon
2.1. We recall that p is called a matrix aerni- valuation if p is a matrix
pseudo-valuation and in place of MP.l, for all A,B € M(R), we have

MP.P. p{A®B) = p{A) +p{B) .

Moreover, p is a matrix valuation if p is a matrix semi- valuation and
in place of MP.6, we have

MP.6'. p{A) = oo if and only if A is non-full.

We also recall that a function /i :R -*• T{J{oo} is called a ptevdo -
valuation on A if the following conditions hold:

pv.l.

pv.2.

pv.3.

pv.4.

R,

- 6) > mi

= oo

= 0.

Furthermore, fi ]m a terni-valuation on R if ft is a pseudo-valuation and
in place of pv.l, we have

pv.l'. n{ab) = ii{a) + R.

ft is called a valuation on R if ft is a semi-valuation on R , and in place
of pv.3, we have

pv.3'. ft(a) = oo if and only if o = 0.

It is not hard to show that the restriction of a matrix pseudo-valuation,
a matrix semi-valuation, and a matrix valuation to A is a pseudo-valuation,
a semi-valuation , and a valuation on R , respecttvely(cf.Prop.2.1 below).
We recall that a matrix over R ia called elementary if it differs from the
unit matrix in one off-diagonal entry. Two matrices A, B are said to be £
- associated if AU — VB , where U , V are products of elementary matri-
ces; and A,B are stably E - associated i( A&I is E-associated to B® I
, for unit matrices of suitable order (not necessarily the same on both sides).

We are now prepared to collect some consequences of MP.1-6 which will
be frequently used throughout.

PROPOSITIONS.1. Given a ring R , let p be a matrix pseudo-valuation
on R . Then we have the following



MP.7. // p(A) ± p(B), then p{A V B) = min{p(A),p(B)}, whenever
A V B is defined.

MP.8. p(E) = 0 for any elementary matrix E over R.

MP.9. p(A © / ) = p(A) for any matrix A and unit matrix I, in partic-
ular p(l0) = 0.

MP.10. p(A) it unchanged if A it multiplied on the left (or right) by
an elementary matrix, hence p(A) = p{B) if B it stably E - associated to A.

MP.ll. p(A) remains unchanged under any permutation of rows (or
columns).

%)->[£ I)-****>•
for any matrices C, D of appropriate size.

MP.13. p(AB) > p(A) +p(B), for square matrices A,B of the same
site. In particular, if p is a matrix semi-valuation, the equality holds.

MP.14. the restriction of p to R is a pseudo-valuation on R.

PROOF. The proofs are similar to the corresponding proofs for matrix ide-
als (cf.(5|), bearing in mind that p~l(cc) is a proper matrix ideal.

We observe that , by MP.3, the restriction of p to R is more than a
pseudo-valuation on R . In fact we have

As a consequence of the definition of a matrix pseudo-valuation we have

COROLLARY.2.2. Let R be a ring with a matrix pseudo-valuation p .
Then there exists a homomorphism of R into a skew field K, say, i.e.R has
an epic R -field K.

PROOF. By Theorem 7.6.2 of (5|, it ia enough to show that no unit matrix /
over R can be written as determinantal sums of non-full matrices. Assume,
on the contrary, that it can, i.e.

/ = X\ v Xt V • • • V Xr — vJ_,JCi,

where the determinantal sums are taken with respect to appropriate rows
or columns; and Xt 6 M(R) is non-full for all i = 1,2, . . . ,r . So p{X() = oo

for all i. Now , by repeated use of MP.2, we find

which is a contradiction. So R has an epic A-field K, say.

The next result shows that on commutative fields K, each matrix pseudo-
valuation p is uniquely determined by its restriction to K satisfying (l) .

THEOREM.2.3. Let K be a field with a pseudo-valuation p satisfying (l).
Then p may be extended to a matrix pseudo-valuation P on K by the for-
mula p (A) = p(detA), together with p{A) = oo when A is singular, and the
correspondence p ~ P •> a bijeetion between pseudo-valuations and matrix
pseudo-valuations on K,

PROOF. Let p be a pseudo-valuation on K satisfying (1). It is clear, by
the properties of "det", that MP.1-2 and MP.4-6 hold for P. Furthermore,
condition (1) ensures that MP.3 also holds for P. Conversely, let p be a
matrix pBeudo-valuation on K and A a non-singular matrix over K. We
know that A — P(d®I), where P is a product of elementary matrices over
K and d = detA. Now using MP.10 and MP.9, we see that p (A) =P (d)
which completes the proof.

We observe that on a skew field K, Th.2.3 may not hold as the Dieudonne
determinant is not linear with respect to a row or a column. But using a
trick, namely a lemma of [12], one has the following result for matrix valu-
ations on K.

COROLLARY.2.4. Given a skew field K with a valuation v , then v may
be extended to a matrix valuation v on K by the formula

v (A) = v{DctA)t (2)

together with v(A) = oo when A is singular, where *Def is the Dieudonne
determinant (cf. ftj); and the correspondence v *-*v is a bijeetion between
valuations and matrix valuations on K.

As a consequence of Th.2.3, we have

COROLLARY.2.5. Let K be a commutative field with a valuation v. If p
is a matrix pseudo-valuation on K such that p \ K = », then p is a matrix
valuation on K.



PROOF. This follows easily from Th.2.3 and Corollary 2.4.

COROLLARY.2.6. Let K be a field with a pseudo-valuation p and value
group F. Then there exist* a function /t depending on p from the full n x n
matrix ring Mn(K) into T satisfying

li.l. ft(AB) > n{A) +i*{B), where A, Be Mn(K),

U.S. n(A V B) > mxn{n{A),ti(B)}, whenever A y B i» defined,

U.S. ft(A) = oo if and only if A is singular.

Furthermore, if fi is any function on Mn[K) satisfying fi.l-S, then we
have n(A) = p{detA) for any A £ Ma{K}. Thus the value of n is uniquely
determined by p. So then is a 1 - 1 correspondence between pseudo-
valuations on K and functions fi on Mn(K) satisfying t*.l - 3.

PROOF. By Thm.2.3, p gives rise to a unique matrix pseudo-valuation P,
say, on K. Now, put P\ MK(K) = \i. Then ft clearly satisfies conditions p.l
- 3.Conversely, let fi be any function on Mn{K) satisfy ing ft.l - 3. Now the
restriction of the matrix pseudo-valuation p to Mn(K) is a unique function

satisfying *i.l-3, thus (i(A) =p (A) and we obtain fi(A) =P (A) = p(detA)
. This completes the proof.

Corollary 2.6 may not remain true for a skew field K because of mis-
behaviour of "Det* under the operation of determinantal sum. But for
valuations we have

COROLLARY.2.7.£et K be a skew field with a valuation v and value group
F. Then there exists a function U depending on v from the full nxn matrix
ring Mn(K) into T satisfying

U.I. U{AB) = U(A) + U(B), where A,Be Mn{K),

U.S. U{A y f l ) > mm{U(A),U{B)}, whenever Ay B is defined,

U.S. U(A) = oo if and only if A is singular.

Furthermore, if U is any function on Mn(K) satisfying U.l-S, then we
have U(A) = v(DetA) for any A e Mn(K). Thus the value ofV is uniquely
determined by v. So there is a I - 1 correspondence between valuations on
K and functions U on Mn(K) satisfying U.I - S.

PROOF. Using Corollary 2.4, the proof is similar to that of Corollary 2.6.

In the commutative case Dieudonne1 determinants reduce to the usual
sort and we have

COROLLARY.2.8. Let R be a commutative ring with a semi-valuation v,
then v may be extended to a matrix semi-valuation v on R by (S ) and
the correspondence v *->v is a bijeetion between semi-valuations and matrix
semi-valuations on R.

The scope of Theorem 2.3 may still be extended by the following almost
obvious remark.

THEOREM.2.9. Let f : R -» S be any ring homomorphism andp a matrix
pseudo-valuation on S, then p} , defined by

pf(A)=p(Af),A€M(R)t

is a matrix pseudo-valuation on R.

To state more results on matrix valuations we need the following theo-
rem, for a proof see [12].

THEOREM.2.10. Let R be any ring, then each matrix semi-valuation V
on R determines an associated epic R-field K with a valuation v, and con-
versely, every epic R-field K with a valuation v on it arises from a matrix
semi-valuation on R. This correspondence between matrix semi-valuations
on R and valuated epic R-fields is bijective.

As a consequence we observe the following

COROLLARY.2.11. Let V be a matrix semi-valuation on a ring R. If
V | R = v is a valuation on R, then R has a valuated field of fractions Kv,
associated with V.

PROOF. We know from Theorem 2.10, that there exists a valuated epic
A-field Kv . associated with V. To show that R —* Ky is an embedding,
we note that if V \ R = v is a valuation, then R is an integral domain. So
v(a) ^ oo if a / 0. Now consider the scalar nxn matrix al, where a ^ 0.
If

for some r , where Xt is non-full for all i, then we have

nv{a) = V(al) > min{K(Ai)} = oo,

s



which is a contradiction, since v(a) < oo. Thus, no scalar matrix al can
be written as a detenninantal sum of non-full matrices, so R —» Kv is an
embedding by the corollary to Theorem 7.6.3 of [5].

When we have a valuated J?-field K with a valuation v, by Corollary
2.4, we obtain a matrix valuation V , say, on K. Now, by Theorem 2.9,
we can obtain a matrix semi-valuation on R. But in general we may not
obtain a matrix valuation on R, for if A is full over R and / : R —> K ,
then A1 is not full over K in general ( cf. Exercise 6*, p. 286 ofj5] ). Thus
we may obtain V{A) = oo for some full matrix A over R, i.e. V is merely a
matrix semi-valuation. However, if A is a ring with a fully inverting it-field
K (cf. [5]) one can easily prove

THEOREM.2.12. Let R be a ring with a fully inverting R- field K. If K
it valuated by v, say, then v induce* a matrix valuation on R.

As a consequence for semifirs (cf. [5]), we have

COROLLARY.2.13. Let R be a semifir with a matrix valuation V. Then
the universal field of fraction* V of R may be valuated by v. Conversely, if
U is valuated by v, say, then v induces a matrix valuation on R.

PROOF. By definition V"l(oo) is precisely the set of all non-full matri-
ces over R. Thus the associated epic JZ-field Kv is actually the universal
field of fractions U of R which is valuated by V, by Theorem 2.10. The
convene ia clear by the fact that any full matrix over R can be inverted in U.

Combining Th.2.10 and Corollary 2.13, we obtain the following result

COROLLARY.2.14. Let R be a semifir with a valuation v. Then v extends
to the universal field of fractions U of R if and only if v can be extended to
a matrix valuation on R.

3 Enlarging Matrix Pseudo-valuations
In view of Corollary 2.2, and the localizing procedure at prime matrix ide-
als; as treated in chapter 7 of [5]; one is led in trying to obtain a prime
matrix ideal from a matrix pseudo-valuation p and then to localize R at
this matrix ideal to obtain an A-field K. This is done only in outline in [11],
and in details [10]. Thus we include some of the details needed for our work
here. This result was first proved for fields by Cohn [3[, and generalized for
commutative rings by Bergmann |2j. We prove the general case for matrix

pseudo-valuations on any non-commutative ring R. Before doing this, we
recall that if v is a matrix semi-valuation on a ring it, then v~1(oo) is a
prime matrix ideal at which R may be localized to obtain an A-field K.
In fact, aa Th.2.10 shows, there is a 1 - 1 correspondence between matrix
semi-valuations on R and valuated epic i£-fields K . In this section, from
now on we shall restrict ourselves to real valued pseudo-valuations since we
need to form suprema.

Let R be a ring with a matrix pseudo-valuation p. Then p will be called
radical if it satisfies

= np(A),

where A € M[R) and n is any positive integer( © A means the diagonal
sum of n copies of A).

We recall that a set £ of matrices in M(R) is said to be multiplicative
if 1 e £ and A,B e E implies

for all C of suitable size. We are now able to proceed our construction as
follows:

LEMMA.3.1. Let p be a matrix pseudo-valuation on a ring R. Then the
function

is defined for all A€ M(R) and it is a radical matrix pseudo-valuation > p.
Furthermore, if Ae M(R) and E it a multiplicative set of square matrices
containing A, then

- p'{X)\ < .up[P(A®B) - p(X)\. (3)

where the supremum in this relation is taken over all X € £ such that
p(X) < oo. E will always be non-empty because it contains 1.

PROOF. The limit exists because, by MP.l, we have

It is clear that p'(A) > p(A). We must show that p* satisfies MP.1-6. We
observe that, by MP.ll, p' satisfies MP.l; and MP.3, MP.4 and MP.6 hold
for p* by the definition of p. Furthermore, p* satisfies MP.S because of
MP.9 and MP.ll. To prove MP.2 for p', let A,B € M{R) be two m x m
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matrices such that A y B is defined with respect to the first column, say.
Consider the expansion

$ (A V B) = Co V C, v • • • V Ci V • • V Cr,

i i
where r = 2", and Q u a diagonal sum of © A and © £ for all k,j <n and
j+fc = n, and the determinantal sums are taken with respect to appropriate
columns. By MP.ll, we obtain

in ~[p(® A)+PCQB)\}P'(AVB) > li

= Jim min{(i)[p(© A)/i\

If, in (4),i and n - t become large, then

- if}. (4)

®

and the sum on the right hand side is a convex linear combination of these
limits. Thus MP-2 holds for p*. If n becomes large while i/n remaining
small, the above sum tends to p*{B). Similarly, if n becomes large while
n — i remaining small, then the sum will be near or larger than p'(A). Thus
the minimum in (4) will be dose to or larger than adn{p'(A),p'(B)}. This
establishes MP.2 for p*. It is clear that p* is radical. To prove the inequality
(3), put

(5)

Thus, for any C 6 E, we have

P(AQC) < p{C) + <*.

Now, take D e E and a positive integer n, we can apply (5) recursively to

(© C) ©{© D) and ; by MP.ll, we have

©C)©(©= p|(©C)©(©D)|

« < • • < p(© D) + na.

Dividing the above inequality by n and taking limits as n —> oo, we obtain

P'{C®D) < P'(D) + a.

Thus, if p'{D) < oo, we get

sup|p*(C©D) - p'{D)\ < suplpfC©!?) - p{D)\,
Dec OeE

and this completes the proof.

11

The process of obtaining p* from p, in Lemma 3.1, is called "taking the
root of p* and we shall write p' = ^/p. We observe that p is radical if and
only if p* = p.

Let us call A € M(R) regular under a matrix pseudo-valuation p, or p
is regular at A, if for all B € M (R),

The next result shows how the rcgularization at A , PA(B) can be con-
structed.

LEMMA.3.2. Let p be a radical matrix pttudo-valuation on R, and A £
M(R] with p(A) < oo . Then the function

pA(B) = Jim {p[fl®(® A)} - np(A)}

it defintd for all B 6 M(R), and it it a radical matrix pseudo-valuation
> p , which it regular at A. Furthermore, for any B € M[R) and any
multiplicative ttt E of square matrices containing A, we have

- pA{X)) < sup|p(fl©X) - p{X)), (6)

where the suprcmum it taken over all X € E such that p{X) < oo. E will
always be non-empty because 1 G E.

PROOF. Since p is radical we clearly find pA[A) = p{A). Now put

By MP.l, un is non-decreasing and therefore it converges or it is infinite.
Now pA> p since p is radical and we have «„ > p. We must show that pA

satisfies MP.1-6. Given B,C € M{R) and using MP.ll, and MP.l, we have

©

= Urn {p[(B©(© ;i))©(C©(© A))} - 2np(A)}

> Jim {p(B©(© A) - np(A) + p(C©{© A) - np(A)}

= PA(B)+PA{C).

Thus MP.l is established for pA. To show MP.2 for pA, suppose that Ay B
is defined with respect to the first column, say. We then have

pA(Bs?C) = J im{p[ (BvC)©(©; t ) ] -np(A)}

= Jirn {p[fl©(© A)] V iC©(© A)] - np(A)}

> Jim {min{p[B©(© A)} - np(X), p[Cffi(© A)] - np{A)}}

12



MP.3-6 are clearly satisfied for pA. Now, by MP.ll, we have

= Hm{p[{©B)©A)|-np{A)}

e 5)©(©
[© [B©(©= Jim {p[© [B©(© A)]J - rrmp(A)}

= mUm 0>[fi©(e A)] - np{A)} = mp^fB),

which shows that pA is radical. To see that pA is regular at A , we note
that

= Jim{p[(A©B)©(©A))-»p(A)}

= Jim

To chow (6), let X € E with p̂ -X") < oo. Then we have

PA(BQX) -pA{X) =

since A e E we have Jf©{© A) e E. Thus each of the terms on the right
ia a term of the right hand side supremum of (6), and thus (6) holds and
the proof is complete.

Using this lemma, one can easily show

COROLLARY.3.3. Let p be a radical matrix pseudo-valuation which it reg-
ular at B e M(R). Then pA it regular at B for any fixed A € M(R).

We shall say that a matrix pseudo-valuation p can be enlarged to a
matrix semi-valuation on R, if there exists a matrix semi-valuation Vonfi
such that V > p.

THEOREM.3.4. Let p be a matrix pttudo-valuation on a ring R. Then p
can be enlarged to a matrix temi-valuation V on R satisfying

p(A) < V(A) < sup[p(A©X) - p(X)], A £ M(R),

where the supremum it token over oil X 6 M(R) such that p(X) < oo.

PROOF. Let P be the set of ail radical matrix pseudo-valuations p* on R
satisfying

p(A) < p'[A), sup
X€M(K)

< sup [p{AQX) - p(X)\, (7)
XM{R)

13

for all A € M(R). Now, P is non-empty since, by Lemma 3.1, we have
p" G P. Define a partial ordering on P by pt < p» if pi{A) < pt(A) for
all A € M{R). We show that (P,<) is inductive. Take a chain {p,},6/ in
P,then {pi(j4}} for a fixed A , as a subset of extended real numbers has an
upper bound

( ) p

We must show that (i € P. To do this, fix A,B £ M{R) . Then we
have p,{A@B) > p,(A) + p,(fl) for all » £ / . Taking supremum on
the left hand side, we obtain n(A®B) > Pi(A) + pi{B) for all i € /.
Given t > 0, there exists it € / such that p(A) < pii(A) + t. Hence
*t(A©B) > ft,(A) + pi,{B) > n{A) - e + M B ) . Similarly, there exists
ij e I such that »{B) - f < Pi,(B). If pi, > ft,,

> p,,(A) ~ €

Similarly, for the case pit < Pit we obtain ft(A$B) > it{A) + tt(B) - 2t.
Thus ft{A®B) > n{A) + n(B) since t '» arbitrary. This shows that \i
satisfies MP.l. The same method may be applied to show that MP.2 holds
for /i. Since p, is a matrix pseudo-valuation for all t, it ia clear that ft satisfies
MP.3-6. M is radical since pt is radical for all i € I. Thus n £ P. We have
thus proved that every chain in P has an upper bound in P. By Zorn's
lemma P contains a maximal element V, say. We shall thow that V is in
fact & matrix semi-valuation on R. If not, say K(A©£) > V[A) + V(B)
for some A,B € M{R). V as a radical matrix pseudo-valuation can be
regularized at A, by Lemma 3.2. In this way we obtain a radical matrix
pseudo-valuation VA which is regular at A and it will be again a member
of P satisfying

p(B) < V(B) < VA(B) < »np[VA(BQX) - VA(X)\
< *np\p(B®X) -

by Lemma 3.2; which is a contradiction to the maximslity of V, and this
completes the proof.

Let M(R) be totally ordered in any way and fix A € M(R). The above
argument may be replaced by another version of Zorn's lemma (cf.jlO] or
[6]) to obtain

COROLLARY.3.5. Let p be a matrix pseudo-valuation on a ring R. Then
there exists a matrix semi-valuation V on R satisfying

P(A) < V(A) < sup \p(A®X) ~p[X)\,A e M(R),
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where E* denote* the multiplicative set of square matrices generated by ma-
trices < A under the ordering of M{R), and the supremum it taken over
all X € EA such that p(X) < oo.

In particular we have

COROLLARY. 3.6. Suppose that p it a matrix pseudo-valuation on R, and
let E be a multiplicative set of square matrices over R such that p(XQY) -
p(X) +p(Y),X,Y G M{R). Then there exists a matrix semi-valuation
V >ponR such that V | E = p |E .

PROOF. Take a total ordering of M{R) such that E becomes an initial
segment under this ordering. So, by Corollary 3.5, there exists a matrix
semi-valuation V on R such that

p(A) < V{A) < - p(X)},A € M{R).

If A € E, we know that p[AeX) = p(A) + p(X),X £ E. Thus the first
and the last terms of (8) are equal, i.e. p(A) = V{A) on E.

COROLLARY.3.7. Given a matrix pseudo-valuation p a
of matrix semi-valuations on a ring R, then

a family

inf

if and only if p is radical. Furthermore, if p is an arbitrary matrix pseudo-
valuation on R, then p* = y/p = infjej{V,}, where Vj ranges over all matrix
semi-valuations > p.

PROOF. Put p = infie/{Vi}. We claim that p is radical and satisfies MP.l-
6. For let A,Be M{R), then we have

p(AQB) = MiViiAQB)} = M{Vt[A) + V,(B)} > p(A) + p{B).

Thus MP.l holds for p. To show MP.2, let A V B be defined for matrices
A,B € M{R). We have Vt[A V B) > min{V({A),V^B)} for all i e / . Thus

taf{KM V B)} > inf{min{Vi(vl), V<(B)}}.

Considering the fact that " min " in question exists for all • e I, we obtain

P(A V f l ] = ig{Vi{A v B)} > inf{minfV.t.l), V

= min{inf{Vi(>l),inf{Vi(B)}} = mi

The proofs of MP.3-6 for p are almost clear. So we have a matrix pseudo-
valuation p . We claim that p is radical. For let n be any positive integer,
then we have

p(© A) = inf{Vi(© A}} = jnf{nV;(X)} = np{A).

Thus the infimum of a family of matrix semi-valuations on R is a radical
matrix pseudo-valuation on R.

Conversely, suppose that p is a radical matrix pseudo-valuation on R.
Then we must show that for each A £ M{R) there exists a matrix semi-
valuation V > p such that V{A) = p(A). This follows from Corollary 3.6
by taking

and remembering that p(A ®B) = p(A) + p{B) for all A, B e E since p
is radical and by MP.5 we have p (A®l ) = p(A) for all A e M{R). Fi-
nally, by Lemma 3.1, p' ie the least matrix semi-valuation > p and thus it is
the infimum of all matrix semi-valuations > p, and this completes the proof.

For some applications of the above results see [6] or (8). Here we give an
example to show that the above construction can not in general be made to
carry the class of matrix pseudo-valuations satisfying p"'(oo)= the set of
all non-full matrices , into itself. Let R — k{x), where k is a commutative
field. On k\x] , define «(/) = greatest r such that xr \ f, f € k[x\, v is a
valuation on k\x\ and it can easily be extended to a valuation on R = k(x).
We call this extension v again. Now, by Corollary 2.4, v gives rise to a
matrix valuation V, say, on R given by V(A) = v{detA),A e M{R). Now,
put p(A) = V{AytA € M(R). It is not hard to show that p is a matrix
pseudo-valuation on R with p~*(oo) = the set of all singular matrices over
R. But, we now observe that p'{x) — oo. So, no matrix valuation V > p
satisfies V'~'(oci) — the Bet of all singular matrices over R.

4 Matrix Pseudo-Valuations on Fields
Unlike the situation with commutative fields, it is not always true that ev-
ery valuation on the skew field B may be extended to a valuation on D 2 E.
Thb has been a main obstacle in the development of non-commutative val-
uation theory, and has led to consideration of other functions with better
extension properties (cf. [14]). There is a general criterion given by M.
Krasner, Cohn and the author (cf. [14] or |0j) for when a valuation can be
extended from B to D. Another criterion has been given for the special
case E = Z[D), the centre of D in [14]. Here, however we show that if
F C D is a skew field extension with \D : F\i < oo, and v is a valuation
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on F , then there exists a matrix pseudo-valuation p on D inducing v on F
. We then specialize our results to a finite dimensional division algebra D
over its centre F to show that the pseudo-valuation p has an appropriate
upper bound ; which gives some more understanding of the extension the-
orem proved for finite dimensional division algebras in [7j or also in [15).

Let K be a finite extension of a skew field F and {e<}r=ii containing the
element 1, be a left basis of K as a left vector space over F. Denote by E
the set of all diagonal matrices of different sizes over the elements of {«<}?•
We then have the following

LEMMA.4.1. Let F C K be a tkew field extension %oitk \K : F]L = r. Then
any n x n matrix A over K can be written in the form

where the determinantal turns are taken with respect to appropriate columns
(with appropriate bracketing of terms ) , and for each i = 1 ,2 , . . . , r", C< it
of the form

Ct - XiEi, (10)

with Xi E M(F) and Ei € E. Moreover, the expression (9) it unique up to
a permutation of Ct'».

PROOF. Consider K as a left F-space . Each entry a,, of A, as an element
of K, has a unique expression

= 12 «?>«*. (n)
* = i

where a,* € F and {e,}J is a left basis, containing the element 1, of K
over F. Write A = {Ai,A%,..., An) = (a,-,-), where Ai is the i-th column of
A. Take the first column A, = (an,...,anl)

T and replace a,, from (11) to
obtain

where A' = (At,..., An). Now, take the following decomposition

with respect to the first column of A. If we continue this process with
respect to other columns of A, then each column of the resulting matrix
Ci,i - 1,2, . . . ,r" has a right multiple of «y,j" = 1,2, . . . , r , and by factor-
ing out et we obtain the required expression (9). The uniqueness is clear
and we have C, = Jf.-JEi where X4 € M(F) and Et € E.
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THEOREM.4.2. Let K be a finite extension of the tkew field F with
[K : F\L — r, and v be a valuation on F. Then for any fixed left basis
0 of K over F containing J, there exists a matrix pseudo-valuation ps on
K inducing v on F.

PROOF. Any square matrix A over K, of order n, may be written.by
Lemma S.I, in the form

A = vZiCi,
where C, is of the form (10). We define a function p on M(K) by

P(A) = m i n m * , ) } , (12)

where V is the unique matrix valuation on F obtained from t>, by Corollary
2.4. We shall show that p satisfies MP.1-6. To prove MP.l, let A,B e
M(K); by definition of p we have (12) and

p(B) — min{V{Yi)}, (13)
i

where Ky is obtained from the decomposition of B — VjDj with D, =
i,Yj e M(F),Ei e E, of the form (9). Hence

where Ct © D t = (Xt © yj){£< © £ , ) , Xt 0 Yt e M(F), £, © JŜ  e E, which
is of the form (0). Using the properties of the matrix valuation V, we have

p(A®B) = mi
•J

mi

Now, assume that A S7 B is defined with respect to some column , and
take decompositions A = *JiCitB = Vy-D, of the form (0). Since A V B is
defined, we have a decomposition

which is again of the form (9). Hence, using the properties of V, we have

) mi

= mm{P(A),p(B)},

and so MP.2 is satisfied for p.

To prove MP.3, let P~ be obtained from the matrix P by changing the
sign of the first column, say. If A has the decomposition A = ViC\, then
A~ — ViQ" > hence

P(A~) = min{V(Xr)} = min{K(*,)} = p(A).
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By definition of p in terms of V and the fact that V(A) = oo for any
singular matrix A over F, MP.6 is satisfied. Now, MP.4 holds for p since
we have assumed {tt}\ contains 1. Thus 1 has no other representation of
the form (0) except 1 = (aa~ l ) l ,a e F; thus p(l) = 0. Finally, since
V(A&1) = V(A) for all A € M{F); we obtain, using the proof of MP.l,
p(A(&l) = p{A). It is clear that p\ F — v, and this completes the proof.

COROLLARY.4.3. Let K be a finite extension of the skew field F with
\K : F\i = r. If v is a valuation on F,then v may be extended to a pseudo-
valuation pf on K inducing v on F and satisfying fl), i.e. p(x) = p(~x)
for allx€K.

PROOF. This follows from Theorem 4.2 and MP.14.

In Corollary 4.3, let x = £ ! ô e, be a representation of x with respect
to the basis /7 = {«,}; which contains 1. Then Theorem 4.2 says that the
extension pp is given by

Pf{x) = nyn{«'(ai)}- (14)

This is called the norm of x in [8]. As it is easily checked, in Theorem
4.2, we have PpX(oo) = the set of all singular matrices over K, So the con-
struction of section 3 can not in general be used to enlarge pp to a matrix
valuation of K. Of course, we already know that this enlargement is not al-
ways possible (cf.[7j). But we may use (14) or the matrix pseudo-valuation
found in Theorem 4.2 to predict when the extension of v is possible at least
in a division algebra of finite dimension over its centre. To do this, we need
the following lemmas. We recall that alt the bases we are using contain 1
as an element basis.

LEMMA.4.4. Let K be a finite extension of a skew field F, and v a val-
uation on F . Suppose that pp, and pp, are two pseudo-valuations of the
type (14), with respect to the bates ft = {e,}J and ft = {/,}; . If E = BF,
where E = (e,,e, er)

T,F = (A,/2 fr)
T,B = (fty),^ £ F;i,j =

1,2, . . . , r, then we have

(15)

for all x in K.

PROOF. Let x = T.\fH^ where at e F and r = \K : F]L. We have
pPl(x) = min{t>to)}. We note that p»,(«j) = 0 for all 1 < i < r , by the
construction of pp in Theorem 4.2. Let ct = Tl'j^i btjfj, 1 < t < r. then we
have

(*«)}. (16)
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for all 1 < t < r. Now, we have

r

Pfi, (*) = Ph GC <Hti) > minfo, foe,)} > min{pfc to)

> min{pfoto)} + mjn{pJ,,(ej)}, = mi
• • 1

by (14), and this completes the proof.

We recall that, with reference to Lemma 3.1, the radical p* of a pseudo-
valuation p on a ring R u defined as

p-(x)= f l imip(x") .

Now, let our value group be the real numbers again. We have

COROLLARY.4.5. Let K be a finite extension of a skew field F with a
valuation v. Let ppY and p«, be pseudo-valuations on K, of the type (14)
with respect to the bate* ft, ft retpeetively. //pj,(x) < oo and pj,(*) < oo,
then p*pXz) — Pfli(x)> *-e- P* does not depend on the choice of batit.

PROOF. By (15), we have

in K,

where B — (bij) is the matrix of the change of bases and not all 6;, is zero,
thus m\iUj{v(ba)} < oo. Now, divide (IT) by n and take the limits of both
sides as n —» oo. Since p'tl, p^ are finite, we obtain p*h > p'0i. By aymmetry
we can obtain ppt(x) > p^,(x) for all z e K; and thus pp, = pp, and this
completes the proof.

We now prove the following useful result which gives some indications
of what to choose for an enlargement (if any) of pp to a valuation of K
inducing v on F. Before stating this result we need the following lemma.
We recall that a matrix is called monomial if it has one non-zero entry in
each row or column.

L E M M A , 4 . 6 . Let R be any ring. Then any nxn matrix A = (a,-;) may be
written in the form

A = vJ=IAi, (18)

for some r, where the determinantal sums are taken with respect to appro-
priate rows or columns, and each X< is either non-full or it is a monomial
whose entries are ai.,(i),aj,CT(i),... ,in^(n). where a € Sn , the tymmetric
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group on {1,2,...,n). Furthermore, each Oi,, I < ij < n, sits in the ( I , J ) -
th place of some X*; and the expression (18) it unique up to a permutation

PROOF. This is an easy induction on the order of the matrix A.

We note that if R, in Lemma 4.6, is a semifir and A b a full matrix over
R, then there exists at least one monomial which is full in the expression
(18). For otherwise all the X\ s would become non-full and this contradicts
the fact that over a semifir the determinantal sum of non-full matrices is
non-full (cf. {5]).

As a result we have

COROLLARY.4.7. Let K be a skew field with a matrix valuation v, and
denote by v the restriction of v to K. If A = (a,,) is o n n x n matrix over
K, then we have

v{DetA) =v (A) > mi

where Sn it the symmetric group on n element*.

PROOF. This follows from Lemma 4.6 and MP.2.

THEOREM.4.8. Let K be a finite extension of a skew field F and v. a
valuation of F. Let {«,}; = 0 be a left basis of K over F. Put [xI)E =
AE,x e K, where E = {ei,...,eTf,A = (ayj.o,, £ F,iJ = 1,2, . . . .r .
Then we have

p,(x) < ±v(DetA)t

where pf is of the form (14), and *Dct * is the Dieudonne' dete rminant of A.

PROOF. We have xet = EJ=layei, for all j = 1,2, . . . ,r . Observing that
Pf(ci) = 0 for all i, we obtain

Pfi(x) < Pf(xtj) = pfi(Y^aiiei) = min{v{aii)},
i

for all j = l , 2 , . . . , n . Thus pB{x) < vfaj) for all 1 < i,j < r. Now, by
Corollary 4.7, we have

v{DetA) > mui

Thus pe(x) < l-v(DetA).
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In a finite dimensional division algebra D over its centre F, we can say
more. In fact we can show that the radical p\ is also bounded.

COROLLARY.4.9. Let D be a finite dimensional division algebra over its
centre F, and v a valuation on F. Let {e,}\ = 0 be a basi* of D over F. If
pB is the pseudo-valuation defined by (H) on D, then we have

G F.where {xI)E = AE,x£D,E = (eu... ,e,)r, A

= "v(detA).

< )v(detA). Taking limits of the both sides as n -» oo, we

PROOF. We have [xI)E = AE. So a=rtJ5 = A"E for all positive integers n.
By Theorem 4.8, we have

Thus J
obtain

It is clear that pf(x) < p*B(x). Thus we obtain the result.

As a consequence of Corollary 4.9, we observe the folloing result. We
know that any element x € D u contained in a field K with F C K C D
(cf.(4]). Now, by Corollary 4.5, p' is independent of the choice of basis.
Fix i € D, and let P be the set of all radical pseudo-valuations p on
D satisfying pf(x) < ^v{detA) , and put w(x) = •upJ^,,{p(x)}. Thus we
have w(x) < \v[detA) . Now the supremum is attained if we know that
^v(detA) defines a valuation on D\ and this happens by a theorem in (7]
or also [15], precisely when we have a unique extension of v to each field K
with FC K CD. Thus we have proved

COROLLARY.4.10. Let D be a finite dimensional division algebra over its
centre F and v a valuation on F. Then v extends to a valuation w on D if
Pa of Corollary 4.9 has an enlargement to a unique valuation of each field
K withFCKC D.

In view of Theorem 4.8, Corollary 4.5, and using the notations of Th.4.8,
one is led to the following question:
Is it true to say that if v extends to a valuation w of K, then it is given by
the formula

w{x) = -v(DetA)t

For the case F = Z(K), the centre of K, see J7j or also [15].
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